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Greg Alper Band - Fat Doggie
We’ve all experienced them: those moments in life when something
unexpected happens that changes our perception forever – an event
in time where everything suddenly seems clearer, things falls into
place and a new, hitherto unimagined, opportunity reveals itself.
Chicago-born multi-instrumentalist Greg Alper had such a lifechanging epiphany as an 18-year-old when he was studying physics
at University of Pennsylvania, as he vividly recalls:“I was a rock/blues
guitar player and songwriter and one of my guitar buddies in the
dorm said ‘come over, you gotta hear this!’”. It turned out his friend
was playing saxophonist John Coltrane’s A Love Supreme, a hugely
influential jazz album from 1965 that had a profound effect – and still
does - on many people. Recalls Alper:“It blew my mind and opened
up a whole new universe to me.That night I dreamt of saxophones
and in the morning, resolved to become a jazz saxophone player.”
From that point, Alper abandoned science to study music and
channeled all his energies into mastering the saxophone (“I
sometimes had to stop practicing because my tongue was bleeding,”
he says, confessing that he regularly practiced 12 hours a day). After
hungrily devouring a Charlie Parker biography, in 1975 Alper decided
to head for the then jazz capital of the world, New York, where he
immersed himself in the city’s vibrant jazz scene.“I used to go to the
Village Vanguard and other jazz clubs quite a bit, so I got to hear and
meet the cats,” remembers Alper. “This was an education in itself. I
heard Dexter Gordon, Roland Kirk, McCoy Tyner, (Charles) Mingus,
(Stanley) Turrentine, James Moody, Joe Henderson, Gato Barbieri and
Sonny Rollins many times.”
It was in the Big Apple that the Greg Alper Band was born and the
album ‘Fat Doggie’ was created.The year was 1978.At that time Alper
- then just 25 - lived alongside several other musicians in the loft of
an empty five-story building.There they would be able to rehearse

into the wee small hours without causing too much disruption to the
local populace.
Eventually, the budding young saxophonist and songwriter put
together a band under his own name which included an old school
buddy from Chicago, Rich Oppenheim, on alto sax, along with
trombonist/vocalist Ray Anderson, percussionist Al Chalk, drummer
Richie Morales, bassist Ernie Provencher, guitarist Chuck Loeb and
trumpeter Steve Gutman. “These were guys that I thought had a
special talent and unique voice,” recalls Alper.“We found a wonderful
musical resonance. Many of them were about to break into higher
circles of players and gigs, and I was very lucky to be able to form this
band at that time.”
After establishing themselves as a major attraction on the local gig
circuit in New York City, the group eventually got a recording deal with
Adelphi Records and went into the studio with producer, Dan Doyle.
By that time, the group’s repertoire was uniquely eclectic – a genredefying fusion of jazz, funk, pop, soul, and Latin music - which made
them hard to categorize. “Those that most influenced the music on
‘Fat Doggie’ (and my compositions) were Duke Ellington, Charles
Mingus, James Brown, Frank Zappa, Don Ellis (for his unusual meters)
and Pharaoh Sanders,” observes Alper.To add to the musical intrigue,
Alper threw mirror ball disco elements into the mix, as evidenced by
Fat Doggie’s opening cut, Hole in Your Pocket. Featuring a virile vocal
from trombonist Ray Anderson, the track’s slurping hi-hat rhythms and
rolling bass reflected the influence of disco music. “In the ‘70s, disco
was prominent,” explains Alper, “although I never embraced it that
much as a composer. But for Hole in Your Pocket it was a good venue
to showcase the lyrics and Ray’s fiery vocal.”
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The funk continues on the album’s title cut, an engaging instrumental
featuring tight horns, a muscular bass line, and a wild sax solo, which
stylistically sounds like Maceo Parker meeting Albert Ayler. Just as
combustible is Give it Up, a scorching, tightly-syncopated funk workout
that wouldn’t sound out of place on a vintage Tower of Power album.
Huevos Nuevos offers a change of mood,pace and style.Ernie Provencher’s
acoustic bass line establishes a Cuban-like groove which is overlain with
a unison horn melody before the brass section splinters to provide
interesting contrapuntal passages. Says Alper: “Jazz introduced me to
African, Caribbean and Latin beats. I’ve always had an interest in ethnic
music and music of other lands.When I got to NYC some of the musicians
I was playing with introduced me to polyrhythms and odd meters.”
With The Cantata Baratta, the band delivers another addictive slice
of instrumental funk. It features intricate interplay from the brass
section and a greasy trombone solo from Ray Anderson that brings
to mind Fred Wesley and the JB’s.
Suite for Renee opens with rapid-fire horn riffs that give way to an
elegant horn melody, which then morphs into a frenetic passage of
swing time jazz. It’s an exciting and adroitly-arranged piece that
illustrates that the brass players in the band were consummate
ensemble players as well as brilliant soloists.The album’s penultimate
cut, Five Verses For, is a meditative piece in 5/4 time with an ostinato
bass line that anchors the groove while the set’s final track, Don’t Ever
Let Me Catch You boasts elegant horn voicings over a simmering, midtempo Latin rhythmic undertow.
Augmenting the original album on this reissue are two bonus outtakes
- the propulsive Three’s a Crowd is characterised by tight brass motifs
and percolating percussion while the mellow Many Moods is a midpaced Latin groove with exquisite horn parts and a tasteful Chuck
Loeb guitar solo.

Released in 1978 – with a humorous cartoon-style cover illustration
by Isabel Feldman – ‘Fat Doggie’ elicited positive reviews in the US
music press, including a mention in Rolling Stone magazine which said
“...all in all this music has something that everyone will love.” The
album got a lot of airplay, according to Alper, but sadly, the band didn’t
stay together long enough to capitalise on the positive responses
they’d got. Says Alper: “The personnel in this form didn’t last more
than 6 months.The players were hot and drawn to other offers. Ray
Anderson went to tour in Europe and Chuck Loeb joined Stan Getz.
Later Richie joined Spyro Gyra and then the Brecker Brothers. I filled
those spots with other great players but we lost the critical mass
and impetus and the special magic that this group had.”
Interestingly, a follow-up album was recorded, though it remains
unreleased. After the demise of his band, Greg Alper continued to
write, play and record various types of music and eventually
developed an interest in film scoring, which led him to LA, where he
still lives today.
Even though ‘Fat Doggie’ came at the beginning of Greg Alper’s career
over 30 years ago, it still has a special place in his heart.“I think it holds
up pretty well,” he states. “The band was fresh, innovative and tight.
Something magical was created from the synergy of this particular
ensemble of players.”
In recent years, the hard-to-find ‘Fat Doggie’ album has become
something of a cult collectable with groove spotters, DJs and jazz-funk
disciples the world over. Those that have searched in vain for the
original LP – which can fetch anywhere up to $150 – will be glad that’s
it’s finally been reissued on CD. It’s undoubtedly a lost gem that
deserves wider recognition.
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Greg Alper Remembers ‘Fat Doggie’

Track by Track with Greg Alper

1977. It was a magical time in music. It was a magical time in NY. It was
a magical time of life: wild dancing parties, the excitement of discovering
new facets of the NY music scene and the ecstasy of youth and freedom.
The loft jazz scene was just developing. There were clubs where
people could come and dance to new bands and various forms of
jazz fusion (what might now be called the origins of jazz-funk or
world music) were blossoming.
A musician’s role is to organize sound and space. Wanting to move
away from the guitar and keyboard-based rhythm section we traded
the keys for percussion. Filling the space with rhythm rather than
harmony left room for the three-part countermelodies and
independently-moving voices of many of the compositions.

The powerful and precise Richie Morales brought the authentic Latin
influence to his interpretative grooves.Al Chalk always had exactly the right
unique colour and flavour. Chuck Loeb perfectly straddled the worlds of
funk and jazz.The required versatility of both the electric and acoustic bass
were provided by Ernie (Ernesto) Provencher. Some recipes require an
additional spice to achieve their exotic taste,which was Steve Gutman and
his trumpet.Mark Bingham conjured exactly the right spells in background
vocals and in the mix. Dan Doyle had the vision and enthusiasm to bring
the band to Adelphi Records, it’s venue to a wider audience.
‘Fat Doggie’ was a fusion not only of styles and moods, but also of
personality: funky, humorous, deeply contemplative, playful, exuberant
and all interconnected without boundaries.

1

Hole in Your Pocket
A heart-warming chant about romantic prospects on a budget. Ray
Anderson sings his heart out with his funky, humorous interpretation
of the lyric. Horns echo the sentiment and then trade fours;
exchanging stories of romance in tough times.
Fat Doggie
Written as I was driving home from a gig one night in Bloomington,
Indiana. A chubby puppy crossed the road and I exclaimed “FAT
DOGGIE!” and went home and wrote the song to capture the feeling.
Later the band itself became known as ‘Fat Doggie’ - such an
endearing term. Horn backgrounds were made up on the spot in the
studio - just like our live performances - as Rich’s howling alto solo
was in progress.

3

My goal (inspired by Duke Ellington) was to write for the players not
for the instrument. I didn’t write trombone parts, I wrote Ray
Anderson parts or Rich Oppenheim parts or Greg Alper parts.Thus
there was an integration of the musical personalities that is not easily
duplicated. Rich and I were friends since 6th grade and had a
developed an amazing musically telepathy. I instantly recognized Ray
Anderson as a kindred spirit and he fit right in.This can be heard in
the horn exclamations behind the solos, which were either totally
improvised in the studio or performed from notes on cue.

© 2010 Gregory Alper
Greg Alper Band (Greg Alper, Rich Oppenheim, Jamie, Dave Saltzman,
Richie Morales) (Photo taken by Fox Studios, New York)

First Hand Records have been unable to track down the owners of this photo.
For enquiries, please contact info@firsthandrecords.com)
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Cantata Baratta
A playful expression in 7/4.Theme and extrapolations with multiple
simultaneous melodies wind around and through this groove.

7 Suite
2

It was a magical time.
It was a time when amazing up-and-coming young musicians (who
would later become prominent and famous) were not yet so in demand
that they couldn’t make time to form a cohesive unit and develop along
with the sound and style, becoming tight by performing together week
after week in small lower Manhattan clubs.That enabled most of the
songs to be recorded in one take, keeping that live feel.

6 The

Give it Up
Al Chalk delivers a classic funk interpretation of a man’s frustration
with his lady friend.The band rollicks in James Brown style behind him.

for Renee
Written as an outburst of emotion when I learned my sister was in
the hospital with a sudden illness. I tried to capture what I imagined
to be her feeling of struggle, strength and triumph – wanting to write
something to help her feel the tenderness of a brother’s concern, with
an uplifting bridge to make her feel like dancing again.

8 Many

Moods
A traditional bossa nova rhythm with floating melody, lit by Chuck’s
celestial shimmering accompaniment. He solos on the side followed
by Rich, who explores the harmony with wit, spice and energy.

9 Five Verses

Three’s a Crowd
A rowdy round in 6/4. Three men wailing the funk. This live-in-thestudio extended dance number is characteristic of the band’s hypnotic
club performances. Ray is at his funkiest, wildest and grooviest – a
unique voice on his instrument.

For
I was experimenting with polyrhythms and found this very
uncommon combination of 5 against 4. I made an ostinato from it and
generated an African journey through the plane from the pentatonic
scale floating on top.When the solo bursts forth, the journey lifts off
into outer space, with the exuberance of African yodelling
on the sax, à la Leon Thomas and Pharoah Sanders.

5

0

4

Huevos Nuevos
Stretching the limits of melodic lines within the Latin jazz style. Each
instrument has its own character. During this period, I was thinking
about how Duke Ellington would craft his arrangements, not so much
by the instrument but for the individual player. The lines are
punctuated with raw pyramids of sonic power.

Don’t Ever Let Me Catch You
A sweet playful chase over a 14-count phrase. Steve’s lilting solo
teases us with the promise of further adventure.
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Original LP front cover art by Isabel Feldman
Photo collage on pages 4-5 by Greg Alper (Photos taken by Rick Schneider)
Special thanks to Greg Alper
Thanks also to Peter Bromley, Dan Doyle, Isabel Feldman, Phil Hateley (Launch Music International),
Ian Jones, Gene Rosenthal (Adelphi Records), Rick Schneider, Nick Staines, Charles Waring
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